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Motivation
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Current experimental situation 
• No clear evidence for Beyond Standard Model (BSM) physics at the high energy frontier 
• Intensity frontier offers indirect sensitivity to very high scales: recent observation of “Flavour Anomalies” 
• Direct and indirect searches are complementary

Direct production of new particles

Energy frontier Intensity frontier

Indirect sensitivity through loops

2 Introduction

new form of matter that interacts through gravity and possibly through very weak couplings to the SM
fields; hence the term “dark.” In addition, the observed asymmetry of matter and antimatter in the universe
remains unexplained by the SM.

These considerations point to the existence of new physics, defined as laws and symmetries of Nature that
lie beyond the SM. Currently, numerous imaginative theories for new physics have been proposed, but
experiments have yet to provide guidance pointing to the correct fundamental theory. Much of the worldwide
e↵ort in particle and nuclear physics is driven by searches for evidence of new particles and interactions.

The three-frontier model of particle physics was defined by the Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel
in its 2008 report [1] and is often represented by the Venn diagram in Fig. 1-1. It has proven beneficial
for various levels of communication and is now widely used and recognized. Each frontier employs di↵erent
tools and techniques, but all frontiers work together to address the same fundamental questions.

At the cosmic frontier, physicists use the universe as an experimental laboratory and observatory, taking
advantage of naturally occurring events to observe indications of new interactions. Research focuses on
understanding dark energy and dark matter, employing a variety of instruments to measure particles on or
close to Earth. This program is pursued worldwide with a leading component in the United States.

At the energy frontier, experiments explore the highest possible energies reachable with accelerators, directly
looking for new physics via the production and identification of new states of matter. This has the advantage
of direct observation in a laboratory setting, but is limited by the kinematical reach of high energy colliders.
This work is now being carried out at the LHC at CERN, which collides protons at a center of mass energy
of 7-8 TeV, increasing to 14 TeV in the next few years.

At the intensity frontier, experiments use intense sources of particles from accelerators, reactors, the sun and
the atmosphere to explore new interactions. This involves ultra-precise measurements to search for quantum
e↵ects of new particles in rare processes or e↵ects that give rise to tiny deviations from SM predictions. This
technique has the asset of exploring very high energy scales, although pinpointing the correct underlying
theory is more complex. This program is currently pursued worldwide.

Figure 1-1. Illustration of the three frontiers of particle physics from [1].

Fundamental Physics at the Intensity Frontier
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Ambitious Next Step at Luminosity Frontier: SuperKEKB
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SuperKEKB is the next luminosity frontier
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SuperKEKB and Belle II at the Intensity Frontier
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KEK submitted 10 year SuperKEKB 
project to the SCJ Master plan 2020.

The project was ranked as one of the 
31 most important projects and is 
among 15 projects with grade A-A.
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LER / HER KEKB SuperKEKB L-Factor
Energy [GeV] 3.5 / 8 4.0 / 7.0 

Crossing angle 2fx [mrad] 22 83
by* [mm] 5.9 / 5.9 0.27 / 0.30 x 20
bx* [mm] 1200 32 / 25 

I± [A] 1.64 / 1.19 3.6 / 2.6 x 2
ex = sx x sx’ [nm] 18 / 24 3.2 / 4.6 

ey = sy x sy’ [pm] 140 / 140 13 / 16

xy  ~ (by*/ey)1/2 /s*x 0.129 / 0.09 0.09 / 0.09 x 1
# of bunches 1584 2500

Luminosity [1034 cm-2 s-1] 2.1 80 x 40

SuperKEKB and Nano-Beam Scheme
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SuperKEKB
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The super B-factory at KEK (2018 start)

● A planned 40-fold increase in luminosity over KEKB (target: 8x1035 

cm-2s-1 instantaneous, 50ab-1 integrated), due to major upgrades:

○ “Nano-beam” scheme (below)

○ Doubled beam currents 

○ (large number of upgrades to RF, magnet, vacuum, etc. 

systems)

● First turns Feb. 10, 2016! Exciting times!

See Y. Onishi, ICHEP highlights, 8/08 
12:10 

IR Superconducting Magnets  

N. Ohuchi 
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BEAM-BEAM LIMITWITH HOURGLASS EFFECT IN HERA

G. H. Hoffstaetter∗, F. Willeke, Deutsches Elektronen–Synchrotron (DESY) Hamburg, Germany

Abstract
After the design luminosity had been exceeded in the

electron–proton collider HERA, the interaction regions
have been rebuilt to boost the luminosity by roughly a fac-
tor 4 and are now being commissioned. While the specific
luminosity is increased by a reduction of the beta functions
at the interaction point and by a reduced horizontal electron
emittance, the beam-beam tune shift of the e-beam will be
increased and the vertical proton beta function at the inter-
action point will become comparable to the proton bunch
length. To analyze these new beam dynamical conditions,
the beam-beam force’s effect on the tune spread and on
high order resonances under the presence of the hourglass
effect has been investigated, and accelerator studies have
been performed in conditions for which the tune spread
and the resonance strength are comparable to the luminos-
ity upgrade parameters. In these experiments the nominal
beam-beam parameter per experiment has been pushed to a
record high of 0.5. Based on these tests, the future perfor-
mance limits of the HERA e/p collider are discussed.

1 LUMINOSITY UPGRADE
With a luminosity of L = 0.2× 1032 cm−2s−1 and an

integrated luminosity of 67 pb−1, HERA has exceeded its
design luminosity in its phase 1 run period which ended in
September 2000. To increase the luminosity in a phase 2
period, an upgrade of the interaction region (IR) has been
implemented. The North and South IRs around the col-
liding beam experiments ZEUS and H1 have been rebuilt
[1, 2, 3] to move superconducting focusing magnets for
electrons or positrons from 7 m to 2 m distance from the
IP and to move the first focusing magnets for protons from
28 m to 11 m. The proton beam can now be strongly fo-
cused to β∗

x = 2.45m and β∗
y = 0.18m at the IP. The

previous values have been β∗
x = 7 m and β∗

y = 0.5m. The
new nominal HERA parameters are:

p e
Energy–p/e (GeV) 920 27.5

Emit. hor/vert (nm) 5.1/5.1 20/3.4
β∗at IP hor/vert (m) 2.45/0.18 0.63/0.26
Aperture hor/vert (σ) 12/12 20/20

p per bunch and e-cur. 1.03·1011 58 mA
Tune shift hor/vert (10−3) 1.6/0.4 34/51

Bunch Length (mm) 191 10.3

These parameters would lead to a luminosity of 0.74 ·
1032 cm−2s−1 which includes a reduction by 0.92 due to
the increase of the beta functions along the proton bunch
during collision (the hourglass effect).

∗Georg.Hoffstaetter@desy.de

2 INFLUENCE OF THE HOURGLASS
EFFECT
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Figure 1: The bunch size changes during the collision due
to the hourglass effect.

Figure 1 shows how the proton beam size during an
electron-proton collision can change when the bunch is
longer than the beta function at the interaction point (IP).
For short Gaussian bunches the luminosity is given by L =
fbN+N−/[2πΣxΣy] where the Σ are given by

√
σ2

1 + σ2
2.

Therefore the hourglass effect diminishes the luminosity
according to

Lhg

L =
∫∞∫

∞

ρ1(s1)ρ2(s2)
Σx(0)Σy(0)
Σx(s)Σy(s)

∣∣∣∣
s= s1+s2

2

ds1ds2 .

(1)
Here ρ1/2are the longitudinal densities of the two beams.
For Gaussian longitudinal densities, one integration can
be performed leading to 2√

2πΣs
exp(−2s+ξ

2Σ2
s

)ds instead of
ρ1(s1)ρ2(s2)ds2ds2 where ξ is the distance between the
bunches when one of them is at the IP. Well adjusted tim-
ing of the collisions leads to ξ = 0. If the hourglass
effect is only important in one plain, also the second in-
tegral can be computed analytically [4]. The effect of
this luminosity reduction on luminosity scans has been
analyzed in [5]. The beam–beam parameter is given by
ξx,y = Cbbβx,y/[2π(σ∗

x + σ∗
y)σ∗

xy] with Cbb = q∗N∗rc

qγ .
The star refers to the opposing beam, rc is the classical ra-
dius of the particle and N∗ is the numbers of particle per
bunch. The hourglass effect changes this tune shift,

ξhg
x/y(s1)
ξx/y

=
∞∫

∞

ρ2(s2)
β(s)σ∗

x/y(0)[σ∗
x(0) + σ∗

y(0)]
β(0)σ∗

x/y(s)[σ∗
x(s) + σ∗

y(s)]
ds2 ,

(2)
where again s = s1+s2

2 . The tune shift has an increasing
and a decreasing component. The beta function increases
with distance from the IP whereas the inverse beam size
of the opposing beam decreases with this distance. When
averaging the tune shift over the interaction time, it can
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The super B-factory at KEK (2018 start)

● A planned 40-fold increase in luminosity over KEKB (target: 8x1035 

cm-2s-1 instantaneous, 50ab-1 integrated), due to major upgrades:

○ “Nano-beam” scheme (below)

○ Doubled beam currents 

○ (large number of upgrades to RF, magnet, vacuum, etc. 

systems)

● First turns Feb. 10, 2016! Exciting times!

See Y. Onishi, ICHEP highlights, 8/08 
12:10 

IR Superconducting Magnets  

N. Ohuchi 
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BEAM-BEAM LIMITWITH HOURGLASS EFFECT IN HERA

G. H. Hoffstaetter∗, F. Willeke, Deutsches Elektronen–Synchrotron (DESY) Hamburg, Germany

Abstract
After the design luminosity had been exceeded in the

electron–proton collider HERA, the interaction regions
have been rebuilt to boost the luminosity by roughly a fac-
tor 4 and are now being commissioned. While the specific
luminosity is increased by a reduction of the beta functions
at the interaction point and by a reduced horizontal electron
emittance, the beam-beam tune shift of the e-beam will be
increased and the vertical proton beta function at the inter-
action point will become comparable to the proton bunch
length. To analyze these new beam dynamical conditions,
the beam-beam force’s effect on the tune spread and on
high order resonances under the presence of the hourglass
effect has been investigated, and accelerator studies have
been performed in conditions for which the tune spread
and the resonance strength are comparable to the luminos-
ity upgrade parameters. In these experiments the nominal
beam-beam parameter per experiment has been pushed to a
record high of 0.5. Based on these tests, the future perfor-
mance limits of the HERA e/p collider are discussed.

1 LUMINOSITY UPGRADE
With a luminosity of L = 0.2× 1032 cm−2s−1 and an

integrated luminosity of 67 pb−1, HERA has exceeded its
design luminosity in its phase 1 run period which ended in
September 2000. To increase the luminosity in a phase 2
period, an upgrade of the interaction region (IR) has been
implemented. The North and South IRs around the col-
liding beam experiments ZEUS and H1 have been rebuilt
[1, 2, 3] to move superconducting focusing magnets for
electrons or positrons from 7 m to 2 m distance from the
IP and to move the first focusing magnets for protons from
28 m to 11 m. The proton beam can now be strongly fo-
cused to β∗

x = 2.45m and β∗
y = 0.18m at the IP. The

previous values have been β∗
x = 7 m and β∗

y = 0.5m. The
new nominal HERA parameters are:

p e
Energy–p/e (GeV) 920 27.5

Emit. hor/vert (nm) 5.1/5.1 20/3.4
β∗at IP hor/vert (m) 2.45/0.18 0.63/0.26
Aperture hor/vert (σ) 12/12 20/20

p per bunch and e-cur. 1.03·1011 58 mA
Tune shift hor/vert (10−3) 1.6/0.4 34/51

Bunch Length (mm) 191 10.3

These parameters would lead to a luminosity of 0.74 ·
1032 cm−2s−1 which includes a reduction by 0.92 due to
the increase of the beta functions along the proton bunch
during collision (the hourglass effect).
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Figure 1: The bunch size changes during the collision due
to the hourglass effect.

Figure 1 shows how the proton beam size during an
electron-proton collision can change when the bunch is
longer than the beta function at the interaction point (IP).
For short Gaussian bunches the luminosity is given by L =
fbN+N−/[2πΣxΣy] where the Σ are given by

√
σ2

1 + σ2
2.

Therefore the hourglass effect diminishes the luminosity
according to

Lhg

L =
∫∞∫

∞

ρ1(s1)ρ2(s2)
Σx(0)Σy(0)
Σx(s)Σy(s)

∣∣∣∣
s= s1+s2

2

ds1ds2 .

(1)
Here ρ1/2are the longitudinal densities of the two beams.
For Gaussian longitudinal densities, one integration can
be performed leading to 2√

2πΣs
exp(−2s+ξ

2Σ2
s

)ds instead of
ρ1(s1)ρ2(s2)ds2ds2 where ξ is the distance between the
bunches when one of them is at the IP. Well adjusted tim-
ing of the collisions leads to ξ = 0. If the hourglass
effect is only important in one plain, also the second in-
tegral can be computed analytically [4]. The effect of
this luminosity reduction on luminosity scans has been
analyzed in [5]. The beam–beam parameter is given by
ξx,y = Cbbβx,y/[2π(σ∗

x + σ∗
y)σ∗

xy] with Cbb = q∗N∗rc

qγ .
The star refers to the opposing beam, rc is the classical ra-
dius of the particle and N∗ is the numbers of particle per
bunch. The hourglass effect changes this tune shift,

ξhg
x/y(s1)
ξx/y

=
∞∫

∞

ρ2(s2)
β(s)σ∗

x/y(0)[σ∗
x(0) + σ∗

y(0)]
β(0)σ∗

x/y(s)[σ∗
x(s) + σ∗

y(s)]
ds2 ,

(2)
where again s = s1+s2

2 . The tune shift has an increasing
and a decreasing component. The beta function increases
with distance from the IP whereas the inverse beam size
of the opposing beam decreases with this distance. When
averaging the tune shift over the interaction time, it can
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Nano-Beam scheme (P. Raimondi, DAΦNE):
Squeeze beta function at the IP (βx*,βy*) and minimize longitudinal 
size of overlap region to avoid penalty from hourglass effect. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Strong focusing of beams down to vertical size of ~ 50 nm requires 
very low emittance beams and large crossing angle (83 mrad) 0          
Need sophisticated final focus system (QCS) 
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The super B-factory at KEK (2018 start)

● A planned 40-fold increase in luminosity over KEKB (target: 8x1035 

cm-2s-1 instantaneous, 50ab-1 integrated), due to major upgrades:

○ “Nano-beam” scheme (below)

○ Doubled beam currents 

○ (large number of upgrades to RF, magnet, vacuum, etc. 

systems)

● First turns Feb. 10, 2016! Exciting times!

See Y. Onishi, ICHEP highlights, 8/08 
12:10 
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BEAM-BEAM LIMITWITH HOURGLASS EFFECT IN HERA

G. H. Hoffstaetter∗, F. Willeke, Deutsches Elektronen–Synchrotron (DESY) Hamburg, Germany

Abstract
After the design luminosity had been exceeded in the

electron–proton collider HERA, the interaction regions
have been rebuilt to boost the luminosity by roughly a fac-
tor 4 and are now being commissioned. While the specific
luminosity is increased by a reduction of the beta functions
at the interaction point and by a reduced horizontal electron
emittance, the beam-beam tune shift of the e-beam will be
increased and the vertical proton beta function at the inter-
action point will become comparable to the proton bunch
length. To analyze these new beam dynamical conditions,
the beam-beam force’s effect on the tune spread and on
high order resonances under the presence of the hourglass
effect has been investigated, and accelerator studies have
been performed in conditions for which the tune spread
and the resonance strength are comparable to the luminos-
ity upgrade parameters. In these experiments the nominal
beam-beam parameter per experiment has been pushed to a
record high of 0.5. Based on these tests, the future perfor-
mance limits of the HERA e/p collider are discussed.

1 LUMINOSITY UPGRADE
With a luminosity of L = 0.2× 1032 cm−2s−1 and an

integrated luminosity of 67 pb−1, HERA has exceeded its
design luminosity in its phase 1 run period which ended in
September 2000. To increase the luminosity in a phase 2
period, an upgrade of the interaction region (IR) has been
implemented. The North and South IRs around the col-
liding beam experiments ZEUS and H1 have been rebuilt
[1, 2, 3] to move superconducting focusing magnets for
electrons or positrons from 7 m to 2 m distance from the
IP and to move the first focusing magnets for protons from
28 m to 11 m. The proton beam can now be strongly fo-
cused to β∗

x = 2.45m and β∗
y = 0.18m at the IP. The

previous values have been β∗
x = 7 m and β∗

y = 0.5m. The
new nominal HERA parameters are:

p e
Energy–p/e (GeV) 920 27.5

Emit. hor/vert (nm) 5.1/5.1 20/3.4
β∗at IP hor/vert (m) 2.45/0.18 0.63/0.26
Aperture hor/vert (σ) 12/12 20/20

p per bunch and e-cur. 1.03·1011 58 mA
Tune shift hor/vert (10−3) 1.6/0.4 34/51

Bunch Length (mm) 191 10.3

These parameters would lead to a luminosity of 0.74 ·
1032 cm−2s−1 which includes a reduction by 0.92 due to
the increase of the beta functions along the proton bunch
during collision (the hourglass effect).
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Figure 1: The bunch size changes during the collision due
to the hourglass effect.

Figure 1 shows how the proton beam size during an
electron-proton collision can change when the bunch is
longer than the beta function at the interaction point (IP).
For short Gaussian bunches the luminosity is given by L =
fbN+N−/[2πΣxΣy] where the Σ are given by

√
σ2

1 + σ2
2.

Therefore the hourglass effect diminishes the luminosity
according to

Lhg

L =
∫∞∫

∞

ρ1(s1)ρ2(s2)
Σx(0)Σy(0)
Σx(s)Σy(s)

∣∣∣∣
s= s1+s2

2

ds1ds2 .

(1)
Here ρ1/2are the longitudinal densities of the two beams.
For Gaussian longitudinal densities, one integration can
be performed leading to 2√

2πΣs
exp(−2s+ξ

2Σ2
s

)ds instead of
ρ1(s1)ρ2(s2)ds2ds2 where ξ is the distance between the
bunches when one of them is at the IP. Well adjusted tim-
ing of the collisions leads to ξ = 0. If the hourglass
effect is only important in one plain, also the second in-
tegral can be computed analytically [4]. The effect of
this luminosity reduction on luminosity scans has been
analyzed in [5]. The beam–beam parameter is given by
ξx,y = Cbbβx,y/[2π(σ∗

x + σ∗
y)σ∗

xy] with Cbb = q∗N∗rc

qγ .
The star refers to the opposing beam, rc is the classical ra-
dius of the particle and N∗ is the numbers of particle per
bunch. The hourglass effect changes this tune shift,

ξhg
x/y(s1)
ξx/y

=
∞∫

∞

ρ2(s2)
β(s)σ∗

x/y(0)[σ∗
x(0) + σ∗

y(0)]
β(0)σ∗

x/y(s)[σ∗
x(s) + σ∗

y(s)]
ds2 ,

(2)
where again s = s1+s2

2 . The tune shift has an increasing
and a decreasing component. The beta function increases
with distance from the IP whereas the inverse beam size
of the opposing beam decreases with this distance. When
averaging the tune shift over the interaction time, it can
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Crossing angle 2fx [mrad] 22 83

by* [mm] 5.9 / 5.9 0.27 / 0.30 x 20
bx* [mm] 1200 32 / 25 

I± [A] 1.64 / 1.19 2.8 / 2.0 x ~1.5
ex = sx x sx’ [nm] 18 / 24 3.2 / 4.6 

ey = sy x sy’ [pm] 140 / 140 13 / 16

xy ~ (by*/ey)1/2 /s*x 0.129 / 0.09 0.09 / 0.09 x 1
# of bunches 1584 1800

Luminosity [1034 cm-2 s-1] 2.1 60 x 30

Nano-Beam scheme (P. Raimondi, DAΦNE):
Squeeze beta function at the IP (βx*,βy*) and minimize longitudinal 
size of overlap region to avoid penalty from hourglass effect. 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Time-of-Propagation	counter	(barrel)		TOP	
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Final	focus	system	QCS	
Set	of	super	conducting	
magnets	very	close	to	the	IP

Goals of upgrade
- cope with increased rates 

and higher background
- improve performance
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Belle subdetector installation

● Barrel Cherenkov PID detector (TOP) installed 

May 2016
● Drift chamber (CDC) installed October 2016
● Endcap Cherenkov PID detector (ARICH) 

integration completed last week (left)

● Central vertexing detectors (SVD+PXD) 

assembling; will be integrated after Phase 2

● Other installation and upgrade work ongoing
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1.5	T	B-field
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Belle II Collaboration
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1060 members from 123 institutes in 26 countries 

Belle II Group Meeting 01.09.2020
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Main Background Sources at SuperKEKB

Single beam (LER and HER)
- Touschek: single scattering within same bunch / particles get lost 

when they drop out of momentum acceptance of the machine

‣ �  0reduced energy asymmetry

‣ nano beam 0 increased background

- beam gas:  � approx.�  

‣ elastic Coulomb scattering
‣ bremsstrahlung

- synchrotron radiation: �

- injection background (2 x 25 Hz) 

Beam-beam (irreducible):  �
- radiative Bhabha:  �
‣ (a) emitted photon (neutrons), (b) spent e+/e- 

- 2-photon process: �  

rate ∝ I2
± / (nbσxσyE3

±) ∝ 1/τbeam

rate ∝ I± p Z2
eff ( ∝ I2

±)

Pγ ∝ E4
± I± ρ−1

rate ∝ L
e+e− → e+e− (γ)

e+e− → e+e−γγ → e+e−e+e−

�8

(Some) important beam backgrounds at Belle II

4

● Touschek: intra-bunch Coulomb scattering

○ Squeeze beam → more background

● Synchrotron: generated by upstream 

bending magnets

● Beam-gas: Coulomb or bremsstrahlung 

scattering of beam particles with gas in 

beampipe

● Radiative Bhabha (with collisions): 

● Injection: particles injected from linac 

off-orbit
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��� �. Expected background for the PXD

orbit

acceleration

acceleration

orbit

particle
direction

particle
direction

90°

γ
1

Figure �.��: �e le� �gure shows the emission of synchrotron radiation due to a transversal ac-
celerated charge in the rest frame of the charge. �e right �gure illustrates the narrow cone with
a half-opening angle of γ−� for the synchrotron radiation in the laboratory frame. Figure adapted
from [���]

.

On the other hand, the radiation power for transversal acceleration is

P⊥ = �
�

q�

m� c�
γ� �

d �p⊥
dt
�

�

(�.��)

with d �p⊥�dt being the transversal force acting on the particle. In comparison with equation
�.��, the additional factor γ� leads to amuch higher radiation power,making it by far the dom-
inating synchrotron radiation process for electron energies above a few MeV. From equation
�.�� one can see that the energy loss, de�ned as the radiated power per turn in a circular ac-
celerator, scales with the fourth power of the particle’s energy. �is imposes the limitation to
the maximum energy achievable at a circular accelerator. Restricting equation �.�� to singly
charged particles q = e and omitting longitudinal acceleration, the equation can be written as
[��]

Pγ =
�π
µ�

�r�e c
� (mc�)�

B�E�

where the force in equation �.�� has been replaced by the Lorentz force. �is equation describes
the instantaneous synchrotron radiation power of a single electron. If the de�ecting magnetic
�eld is replaced by the local bending radius ρ, the equation becomes

�.�Generation ofMonte Carlo events ���

�.� Generation of Monte Carlo events

�e analyses presented in this chapter revolve around the four fermion �nal state reaction
e+e− → e+e− l+ l− where the leptons in the �nal state are e±. �e lowest order Feynman dia-
grams, contributing to this pure QED process, are shown in �gure �.�.

Figure �.�:�e lowest order Feynman diagrams for the process e+e− → e+e−e+e−: a) multiperi-
pheral, b) bremsstrahlung, c) conversion and d) annihilation. a) and b) are t-channel diagrams,
c) and d) involve s-channel diagrams.

In the previous section itwas shown that the dominating contribution to the total cross-section
originates from the multiperipheral, two-photon Feynman diagram (diagram a in �gure �.�).
�e contribution of the other diagrams is small due to either their annihilation nature or be-
cause they are suppressed by photon propagators. �erefore, in the following, the process
e+e− → e+e−e+e− will o�en be called the two-photon process. In order to compare exper-
imental measurements with predictions from theory, distributions of various observables are
studied. Usually, those distributions are gained by performing amulti-dimensional integration
over a set of probability distributions. However, o�en it is not possible to �nd an analytic solu-
tion for the integrals and Monte Carlo methods are employed. �is leads to the term Monte
Carlo generator, describing a so�ware tool that generates events for one ormore speci�c pro-
cesses.

�.� Luminosity-dependent processes ���

of an atomic nucleus where the protons oscillate against the neutrons. �emost probable way
of de-exciting an heavy nucleus that has been excited by a photon is the emission of a single
neutron [���]. �e neutrons created by theGDRs can then hit the PXD and damage its sensors
and electronics, if this process is su�ciently frequent.

Theory

Two of the leading-order Feynman diagrams that contribute to the radiative Bhabha scattering
process are illustrated in �gures �.�� and �.��.

e+ e+

e� e�
�

Figure �.��:One of the four leading annihilation
Feynman diagrams for radiative Bhabha scatter-
ing.

Figure �.��: One of the four leading scattering
Feynman diagrams for radiative Bhabha scatter-
ing.

It turns out that the exact theoretical calculation of quantities such as the angular and energy
distributions of the photons and the total cross-section of the process is very complicated due to
the singular structure of thematrix elements. However, under the assumption of high energetic
incoming particles and small angle photon emission, the calculation can be simpli�ed. A full
treatment of this calculation, including the equation for the total cross-section, is given in [���].
Performing the calculation of the total cross-section for SuperKEKB and including a correction
for the �nite beam size (beam size e�ect) [���] results in

σRBB
tot (�) =

��
�
αr�e�� log �

�
�
� −

�
�
�� log �

√
�mecσ∗y
ħ

� +
γE
�
�+

+
�
�
�
��
�
log �

�
�
� −

��
�
��

(�.��)

where α is the �ne-structure constant, re the classical electron radius,me the electronmass and
γE the Euler-Mascheroni constant.

R.	de	Sangro	(LNF-INFN) June	5-9,	2017 FCPC	2017	-	Prague,	Czech	Republic

Belle

BEAST	II	-	Phase	1

• Injection	produces	high	backgrounds	

• Factory	mode:	to	compensate	for	shorter	
beam	lifetime	use	continuous	injection	→	
DAQ	Veto	

• Continuos	injection	@	100	Hz	during	
SuperKEKB-factory	operation	

• Belle	injection	ECL	DAQ	veto	scheme	
would	produce	35%	dead	time!	

• →	Study	injection	background	time	
structure	with	BEAST	crystal,	CLAWS	and	
scintillators	subsystems	

• Background	surge	~x100-x1000	in	]irst	ms	
after	injection

15

Injection	Background
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Figure 98: Hit rates as a function of time after injection Tin j, recorded by CsI
(left) and LYSO (right) crystals in position F2, measured during LER injection.
Red open circles: run #3, Blue open squares: reference run #14 (colors online).
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Figure 99: Hit rates as a function of time after injection Tin j, recorded by CsI
(left) and LYSO (right) crystals in position F2, measured during HER injection.
Red open circles: run #9, Blue open squares: reference run #10 (colors online).

of about a factor of 10 of the injection background, which can in2686

part be ascribed to the di↵erent beam current at which the data2687

was taken (Irun10 = 139 ± 7 mA, Irun12 = 296 ± 2 mA versus2688

Irun13 = 309 ± 6 mA). Similar results we observe in the LER.2689

For the LER we show in Fig. 103 the e↵ect of changing the2690

septum angle. In this case, as well as for the HER, the e↵ect2691

observed on injection background is less visible than the previ-2692

ous case; the two data sets were taken at the same beam current2693

Irun14 = Irun17 = 195 ± 3 mA2694

The duration and amount of injection background showed2695

great variations throughout the BEAST running. We also ob-2696

served large variations in the same runs at di↵erent positions2697

and for di↵erent crystals. A common feature however, is that2698

most of the injection related activity dumps down by about two2699

(or three) orders of magnitude within about 1-1.5 ms after the2700

injection.2701

In the study of injection background discussed in the Belle II2702

TDR that we mentioned at the beginning of this section, it was2703

found that typically most noise hits occurred in the first 150 µs2704

after injection, and that later triggers are highly correlated in2705

time with the time of passage of the injected bunch near the in-2706

teraction point. Using the high resolution timing data recorded2707

by the digitiser we have looked for a similar behaviour in the2708

BEAST data. The digitisers record the time of each hit with 22709

ns precision, so each hit is assigned a well defined time after the2710

injection. The bunch revolution time around the machine arcs2711

is Trev=10.0614 µs. This means that every given bunch crosses2712
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Figure 100: Hit rates as a function of time after injection Tin j, recorded by CsI
crystals in position F2 during LER injection. Left: reference run #14; right: run
#3. The arrows indicate the position of the peaks that are used to measure their
period.
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Figure 101: Hit rates as a function of time after injection Tin j, recorded by CsI
crystals in position F2 during HER injection. Left: reference run #10; right:
run #9. The arrows indicate the position of the peaks that are used to measure
their period.The interpretation of the two di↵erent series observed in run #10 is
discussed in the text.

the interaction point every Trev µs, followed a few ns later by2713

the bunch right behind it, followed in turn by the next bunch2714

and so on. The time interval between subsequent bunches de-2715

pends on the fill configuration pattern. After Trev µs (one com-2716

plete turn) all the bunches filled in the machine will have passed2717

through the interaction point, and the next turn begins repeating2718

this pattern. Each bunch crosses the IP at its own time within2719

the time Trev of one turn, depending on its position in the train2720

of bunches filling the machine. So indicating with Tin j the time2721

after injection recorded by the digitisers in ns, we compute the2722

time within one turn as Tturn = Tin j mod Trev. In this way, if2723

one particular bunch crossing the IP (i.e. the injected bunch)2724

generates some background that produces hits in the crystals,2725

the hits will all have the same Tturn of that particular bunch.2726

We show in Fig. 104 (105) a plot of the time after injection2727

Tin j versus Tturn recorded by the crystals in position F3 during2728

the injection of the HER (LER). As the data shows, is clear that2729

the background hits are correlated in time with one bunche; this2730

is observed in both Thallium doped, pure CsI and LYSO crys-2731

tals, and in the projection on the Tturn axis it appears as a < 102732

ns wide peak. The observed di↵erence in overall hit rate be-2733

tween HER and LER injection confirms the observation made2734

earlier looking at the scaler data that the injection of the LER2735

produces higher backgrounds. The di↵erence observed in the2736

56

CsI	crystal

Subsequent	peaks	due	to	beam	
oscillation	(synchrotron)

backgrounds	decay	
~few	ms

Large	background	<1	ms

Time	after	injection

Old	Belle	ECL	veto

Touschek

Beam gas

Synchrotron radiation

Injection background

Beam beam
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SuperKEKB luminosity projection
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Phase 1 
w/o QCS/Belle II

Phase 2 
BEAST II, no VXD

Phase 3 
Physics run w/ VXD

Overview SuperKEKB / Belle II Commissioning

Phase 1 
- only MR without final 

focussing magnets and 
without Belle II 

Phase 2
- with final focussing  

magnets, but without 
final VXD detectors 

- establish nano-beam 
scheme

- study background  

Phase 3
- start physics data 

taking with full* Belle II

�9

Final Focus System QCS

11

Belle and the BEAST 

Before Belle arrived at the IP

Phase 2 Set Up 

cmarinas@uni-bonn.de 
3 

Motivation for BEAST II: 
• Machine commissioning 
• Radiation safe environment for the VXD:  
 

• Two layers PXD 
• Four layers SVD 
• Dedicated radiation monitors 
 FANGS, CLAWS, PLUME 

BEAST II

Phase 3 VXD

In total 55  individual super conducting coils

Background studies

* only partial PXD L2

outdated
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Belle II Vertex Detector VXD

�10

Material budget Resolution

Factor 2 improvement
will compensate reduced
Lorentz boost

Acceptance

17/03/15 Belle II - physics meeting 3

SVD-layers shift yields better reconstruction?

● Since Belle2 has 4 SVD-layers instead of 2 the positions towards the Belle1 layers are further 
away from the beampipe now. This should increase the fraction of Ks decaying inside these 
layers. Hence their daughtertracks travel through them and can be reconstructed using 
trackHits. 

Position of second outermost layer (fraction): 7cm → 11.5cm  (56% → 70%) 

Position of outermost layer (fraction):              8.8cm → 14cm (62% → 74%)

Greater	outer	
radius	enhances	Ks	
acceptance

Seminar,	DESY Phillip	URQUIJO

Silicon	Vertex	Detector

16

Ladders

End rings

Carbon fiber 
(CF) cone End flange

PXD  
(inside SVD à individual sub-detector)

Outer CF shell

Beam pipe

Some of Our Reference Plots

12

σ(d0) β pt Sin3/2 θ / (13.6MeV/c) vs pt

✦ Impact parameters resolutions are as good as 
expected when the PXD hits are correctly assigned 

✦ Transverse momentum resolution still needs some 
work  on the low momentum range

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

-210

Momentum resolution

•reference finder (still with PXD bug )
•MC ideal finder
•realistic finder ( w/o PXD )

Resolution	much	
better	than	
Belle&Babar 3 

Laser, MIP always create charge… 

1/21/2015 Eduard Prinker, Belle II PXD/SVD Workshop 

¾ “noisy bunches” create (junk) electrons within the PXD detector  

¾ these junk electrons have to be removed while the number of 
stored electrons in the internal Gate should not be changed! 

¾ by means of surface structuring, various deep implants and 
appropriate voltage combinations the internal Gate can be 
protected 

PXD	DEPFET

| Belle II PXD| Qingyuan LIU, Oct. 5, 2020 qingyuan.liu@desy.de 5

Belle II Pixel Detector
Sensor/module and 4-fold rolling-shutter readout

75 µm

126 4. Pixel Vertex Detector
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Figure 4.45: a) The PXD modules. The sensitive part, consisting of 192,000
DEPFETs, is surrounded by the support structure and ASICs. b) The four-fold
readout scheme is highlighted. A common Gate and Clear line controls four pixel
rows at the same time; therefore, four Drain lines are required to measure the
Drain current of all pixels in one column. c) Cross-section of a module. Grooves
are etched into the support structure to minimize multiple scattering. ASICs are
mounted at the balcony and at the end-of-stave [171].

�pos / p

SNR , where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio [172] A pixel matrix consists of
256⇥ 250 small pixels and an additional 512⇥ 250 large pixels. The pixel sizes for
the two layers of the PXD are listed in Tab. 4.17.
Signal and power traces are directly routed on the silicon (oxide) in three metal
layers (two in aluminum and one in copper) [173].
As shown in Fig. 4.45, the Switchers are mounted on the balcony to control the
Gates and Clears of DEPFET rows. The DCDs and DHPs are placed at the end-
of-stave (EOS) between the sensitive DEPFET area and the Kapton attachment.
Furthermore, decoupling capacitors and resistors are soldered onto the module to
ensure stable voltages and proper operation.

Module types

In total, there are four different designs for the inner (layer 1) backward, inner
forward, outer (layer 2) backward and outer forward geometries. The layouts are

 c
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Figure 4.14: a) Correlated double sampling; two sampling points before and after
the Clear pulse are measured. The difference yields the DEPFET signal. b) Single
sampling; one sampling point is measured before the Clear pulse. One obtains the
DEPFET signal by subtracting the average of the pedestals. The Drain current
shows a spike during the Clear procedure since the large positive voltage change
the transconductance of the MOSFET.

Single sampling

The method chosen for the PXD is the single sampling readout (see Fig. 4.14b).
The current is measured only once, and the main advantage is the reduction of
the readout time. However, pedestals are needed to obtain an average pedestal
current hIpedi. Using this information, the signal is obtained by calculating and
subtracting the average of the pedestals. Using this method, analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs) are required with a large dynamic range (see Sect. 4.8.2) to
resolve the signal and the pedestal current. In contrast, for the correlated double
sampling method, ADCs with a smaller dynamic range are sufficient since the
pedestal current is subtracted from the signal & pedestal currents in the readout
electronics before the current is digitized by the ADC. Using this method requires
stable pedestals, i.e., they must not vary over time. The readout time Treadout and
the signal current Isignal are given by:

Treadout = T1st sample + TClear pulse

Isignal = Ipedestal & signal � hIpedi

4.7 Control and Readout Scheme

The matrix operates in the rolling shutter mode, i.e., row-wise readout. In order
to speed up the readout process, a four-fold readout scheme is applied. The Clear
contacts and Gate contacts of four consecutive DEPFET pixel rows are connected
to a single Clear electrode and a single Gate electrode, respectively. The connection
of the four-fold readout scheme is shown in Fig. 4.15.
The number of controlled Gate (and Clear) rows is reduced by a factor of four,
i.e., only 192 Gates and Clears output drivers are required instead of 768. Since
every pixel should be read out individually, the number of Drain lines is increased
four times. Thus, 1000 Drain lines must be measured for a single Gate electrode.

Pedestal calibration 
is required 
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shows a spike during the Clear procedure since the large positive voltage change
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Single sampling

The method chosen for the PXD is the single sampling readout (see Fig. 4.14b).
The current is measured only once, and the main advantage is the reduction of
the readout time. However, pedestals are needed to obtain an average pedestal
current hIpedi. Using this information, the signal is obtained by calculating and
subtracting the average of the pedestals. Using this method, analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs) are required with a large dynamic range (see Sect. 4.8.2) to
resolve the signal and the pedestal current. In contrast, for the correlated double
sampling method, ADCs with a smaller dynamic range are sufficient since the
pedestal current is subtracted from the signal & pedestal currents in the readout
electronics before the current is digitized by the ADC. Using this method requires
stable pedestals, i.e., they must not vary over time. The readout time Treadout and
the signal current Isignal are given by:

Treadout = T1st sample + TClear pulse

Isignal = Ipedestal & signal � hIpedi

4.7 Control and Readout Scheme

The matrix operates in the rolling shutter mode, i.e., row-wise readout. In order
to speed up the readout process, a four-fold readout scheme is applied. The Clear
contacts and Gate contacts of four consecutive DEPFET pixel rows are connected
to a single Clear electrode and a single Gate electrode, respectively. The connection
of the four-fold readout scheme is shown in Fig. 4.15.
The number of controlled Gate (and Clear) rows is reduced by a factor of four,
i.e., only 192 Gates and Clears output drivers are required instead of 768. Since
every pixel should be read out individually, the number of Drain lines is increased
four times. Thus, 1000 Drain lines must be measured for a single Gate electrode.

̊ Switcher 
• Row control 
• 32 ch./gate/clear 
• 4 rows per gate 
• 100 ns 

̊ DCD(Drain current digitiser) 
• 8-bit ADC 
• 92 ns 

̊ DHP(Data handling processor) 
• Digital processing 
• Zero suppression, 

common mode correction 
• Trigger, Timing 

0.21% X0 per layer

75µm

Components	of	
the	Belle	II	SVD	

Ladders	

End	rings	

Carbon	fiber	
(CF)	cone	 End	flange	

PXD	
(independent	sub-detector	inside	SVD)	

Outer	CF	shell	

Beam	pipe	

2	

		

• Fast	–	to	operate	in	high	background	
environment	
• BeYer	resolu=on	at	IP	–	to	compensate	
reduc=on	of	boost	wrt.	Belle	I	
• Radia=on	hard	(up	to	100	kGy)	
• Self-tracking	capable	–	to	track	par=cles	
down	to	50	MeV	in	pT	

VXD	requirements�

SVD	ladders

Two	layers	PXD
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Phase 3 VXD Installation and Performance
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Phase 3 VXD Installation and Performance
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Hadronic 2-track vertices

charm @ Belle II ICHEP2020

➡ Belle II potential in many charm sectors 
is clear on paper (extrapolated from 
Belle), now being confirmed with data


➡ Reconstruction performance is 
improving, in many cases comparable 
or better (proper time resolution) to 
Belle


➡ Stay tuned for many results on charm 
from Belle II in the next years!

Conclusions
and prospects
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BABAR

Belle II

Belle

factor 2 improved  resolution at Belle IIt
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Beam Background Status and News
• TOP	background	most	critical	issue		

• LER	beam-gas	reduced	factor	~2.5	
in	2020b	

• Now:	six	background	types	
contribute	more	equally	

• Without	further	reduction,	TOP	
PMT	rate	will	limit	SuperKEKB	beam	
currents	to	<700mA	in	2020c	

• Simulation	accuracy	significantly	
improved	in	2020b	-	can	predict	all	
background	components	except	
injection	background		

• D06V1	collimator	heads	now	
graphite		

• D03V1	collimator	installed

Vahsen,	Nakayama

Beam	current	limit	w/o	further 
background	mitigation

Time Of Propagation Detector TOP

�12

Barrel PID : Working Principle

5

Cherenkov photons emitted in the quartz radiator from the charged track o total 
internal reflection o registered at the end of the bar by a fast position sensitive 
detector of single photons.

K/S different Tc o different path length o different 
time of propagation. 

Tc is reconstructed from: hit position (x,y) in the 
photo detector plane and time of propagation

• 16 quartz bars: 2x1.25 m x 0.45 m x 2 cm 
• 32 (segmented anode 4x4) Micro-channel plate PMTs 
  Hamamatsu SL-10 MCP PMT 
• 60 ps time resolution 

�� �.�e Belle IIDetector

Figure �.��:A single TOPmodule [��]. �emodule ismade from two synthetic fused silica blocks
which are glued together (�.�mm glue thickness). �e radius of the spherical mirror is ��� cm. All
values in the drawing are given in [mm].

within the radiator by total internal re�ection and are repeatedly re�ected o� the walls until
they reach the photo sensors located at the end of themodule (PMT in �gure �.��). �e photo
sensors are an array of � × �� square shapedmicro channel plate (MCP) photomultiplier tubes
(PMT), developed in collaboration with Hamamatsu [���]. In order to achieve a better spatial
distribution of the electrons and to allow for two rows of photo sensors, aquartzwedge is placed
in front of the PMTs. Each PMT consists of � × � pixels. A photocathode in each pixel con-
verts incident photons into electrons, which are then accelerated by an electric �eld. �is �eld
is generated by � MCP plates in the PMT, where the second plate is covered by an aluminium
layer to prevent ion feedback. �e accelerated electrons are guided by the �eld through �� µm
holes in each plate. Inside the hole, the electrons knock o� additional electrons from the walls,
thus amplifying the signal.

Figure �.��:�e K±/π± separation principle of the TOP [��].

�e separation of π± fromK±makes use of the fact that, according to equation �.� and the π±/K±
mass di�erence, a π± creates a wider Cherenkov cone than a K± carrying the samemomentum
(see �gure �.��). �is leads to a smaller number of re�ections and, in turn, a shorter �ight

MCP-PMT

qc is reconstructed from hit position (x,y) in the PMT and from 
time of propagation

2.6m

1.2m

e–
8.0 GeV

e+
3.5 GeV

iTOP ARICH
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Particle ID detectors: iTOP and ARICH
✓ Distinguish ! from K with high efficiency and low fake rate  
✓ Fit within existing electromagnetic calorimeter 
✓ Accommodate larger-radius drift chamber 
✓ Operate in 1.5T solenoidal magnetic field Beam Background Status and News

• TOP	background	most	critical	issue		

• LER	beam-gas	reduced	factor	~2.5	
in	2020b	

• Now:	six	background	types	
contribute	more	equally	

• Without	further	reduction,	TOP	
PMT	rate	will	limit	SuperKEKB	beam	
currents	to	<700mA	in	2020c	

• Simulation	accuracy	significantly	
improved	in	2020b	-	can	predict	all	
background	components	except	
injection	background		

• D06V1	collimator	heads	now	
graphite		

• D03V1	collimator	installed

Vahsen,	Nakayama

Beam	current	limit	w/o	further 
background	mitigation

Present	background	decomposiXon	in	TOP
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Operational Challenges

�13

Projected development of TOP-PMT Quantum Efficiency 

3	

We	have	220	no	life-extended	ALD,	there’s	a	window	for	their	replacement	in	2026.		
The	decision	must	be	taken	within	the	2023	FY	funding	request	deadline.		

2026	
K.	Matsuoka			B2GM	June	2020	

Replacement	of		
no	life-extended	ALD	MCP-PMT	?	

Lifetime:	
Conventional	MCP-PMT																			0.3-1.7		C/cm2	

Non	life-extended	ALD	MCP-PMT		2.5-26.1	C/cm2	
Life-extended	ALD	MCP-PMT											>	13.6			C/cm2	

	

IP

Detector background
- high rates in TOP MCP-PMT's
‣ Quantum Efficiency degrades with integrated charge

‣ conventional PMTs have to be replaced in 2022 shutdown

‣ TOP background (and injector) presently limits beam currents
‣ further background reduction essential to ramp up luminosity

- additional and more robust collimators
- extra shielding, vacuum scrubbing 

- synchrotron radiation background in PXD (HER injection)
‣ construction of improved IP beam pipe is ongoing at KEK

‣ installation together with PXD2 in 2022
Uncontrolled beam losses close to the IR
- some beam losses are not detected early enough by SKB 

beam loss monitors or Belle II diamond system
‣ origin of these events still unclear (dust particles?)

‣ 0 collimator damage and QCS quenches

‣ 0 permanent damage in PXD (/ 2.5% inefficient gates)
- implement faster beam abort and emergency shutdown of PXD
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Operational Challenges
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Inefficient gates in PXD L1 hit map due to beam losses

f

Detector background
- high rates in TOP MCP-PMT's
‣ Quantum Efficiency degrades with integrated charge

‣ conventional PMTs have to be replaced in 2022 shutdown

‣ TOP background (and injector) presently limits beam currents
‣ further background reduction essential to ramp up luminosity

- additional and more robust collimators
- extra shielding, vacuum scrubbing 

- synchrotron radiation background in PXD (HER injection)
‣ construction of improved IP beam pipe is ongoing at KEK

‣ installation together with PXD2 in 2022
Uncontrolled beam losses close to the IR
- some beam losses are not detected early enough by SKB 

beam loss monitors or Belle II diamond system
‣ origin of these events still unclear (dust particles?)

‣ 0 collimator damage and QCS quenches

‣ 0 permanent damage in PXD (/ 2.5% inefficient gates)
- implement faster beam abort and emergency shutdown of PXD

Collimation system 

Two-sides collimator
SuperKEKB-type

One-side collimator
KEKB-type (D09 & D12)

6
Installed in Jan. 2020

Upgraded in Sep. 2020

Installed in
Sep. 2020

CEPC 2020 WORKSHOP | A.Natochii

● LER → 11 collimators (  7 horizontal & 4 vertical) & HER → 20 collimators (11 horizontal & 9 vertical)
● SuperKEKB keeps beam currents constant by performing top-up (continuous) injection.

Beam
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Entering new Territory in b*y and Lpeak

�14

KEK reclaims luminosity record
30 June 2020

A new record for the highest luminosity at a particle collider has been set by SuperKEKB at
the KEK laboratory in Tsukuba, Japan. On 15 June, electron–positron collisions at the 3 km-
circumference double-ring collider reached an instantaneous luminosity of 2.22×10  cm  s

— surpassing the LHC’s record of 2.14×10 cm s  set with proton–proton collisions in
2018. A few days later, SuperKEKB pushed the luminosity record to 2.4×10  cm s . This
milestone follows more than two years of commissioning of the new machine, which
delivers asymmetric electron–positron collisions to the Belle II detector at energies
corresponding to the Υ(4S) resonance (10.57 GeV) to produce copious amounts of B and D
mesons and τ leptons.

ACCELERATORS | NEWS

Record breaker The instantaneous luminosity of SuperKEKB measured at 5-minute intervals from late
2019 to 22 June 2020. Values are online measurements and contain an approximate 1% error. Credit:
KEK
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We can spare no words in thanking KEK for
their pioneering work in achieving results that
push forward both the accelerator frontier and
the related physics frontier
Pantaleo Raimondi
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Now we are here	
(End of Phase-3 2019b)

DAFNE

PEP-II
CESR-C BEPC-II

VEPP-2000
SPEAR

CESR

TRISTAN

LEP, BEPC
PETRA

KEKB
mm-world

µm-world

SuperKEKB

FCC-ee

CEPC

Design value

Year

b*
y [

m
] Plot adapted from Y.Suetsugu

Phase 2
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MEXT Roadmap2020 selection is the fundamental 
plan of MEXT for the promotion of large-scale 
projects 
- KEK has submitted the SuperKEKB 

Roadmap2020 proposal in February
Main arguments for strategy update
- operation at design currents requires substantial 

increase in electricity costs (x1.6)  ! running time
- major challenges encountered during first 

year of phase 3 operation
‣ strong beam-beam effects for high bunch-currents 

emittance blow-up in LER  a luminosity 

‣ narrow physical aperture in the QCS 
/ quenches and collimator damage

‣ high background in Belle II 
- small dynamic aperture in high bunch-current 

regime at by*~0.3 mm
‣ LER Touschek lifetime will be reduced to <4 min

Challenges in SuperKEKB Operation and Roadmap2020

�15

carsten.niebuhr@desy.deIAS MDI Workshop, Hongkong, 16.-17.01.20:  Belle II Background
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Hot Spots around IP in 2019 Data
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Ta/W shield

SVD PXD

Lsp =
1

2πe2 f0Σ*x Σ*y

Beam size blowup at very low bunch current collision 
observed since the early stage of commissioning
• by=3mm

• Two stage blow-up of 
LER beam

1. Very small bunch 
current, I+I-=0.01mA2.

2. High bunch current 
I+>0.5 mA

• Single stage in HER
• HER beam I->0.2mA. （１）

（２）

2019 Spring

b*y = 3 mm

s*
y [

µm
]

Bunch current [mA]

Optimization of DA with beam-beam effect
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H. Sugimoto

Optimization is done by sextupoles, skew sextupoles, and octupoles.
Touschek lifetime is improved up to 230 sec. Still short lifetime.

LER LERL~8x1035 L~6x1035

tTous = 231 s tTous = 208 s

March 2014
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•Reason-3
(2) Challenges found in the initial operations (～2020b) ：

(b) Narrow physical aperture in the QCS
•Quenches of QCS caused by hits from unstable beams have been 

observed.
•In the worst case, this may result in damage of the QCS coils.

•At present, beam collimators are 
effectively preventing this by closing the 
collimators to narrower physical apertures 
than the beam pipe in the QCS.
•However, if we wish to squeezeEy

*to less 
than 0.5 mm, Eyfunction at QCS  will 
become even larger, and it will be difficult 
to protect the QCS by using collimators.

•The narrower the beam collimators, 
the shorter the beam lifetime, and the 
higher the risk of damage of 
collimators due to beam loss.

Beam size in QCS

QC1QC1 QC2QC2

Update of operation plan and its reasons
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• Reason-3
(2) Challenges found in the initial operations (～2020b) ：
(b) Narrow physical aperture in the QCS
• Quenches of QCS caused by hits from unstable beams have been 

observed.
• In the worst case, this may result in damage of the QCS coils.

• At present, beam collimators are 
effectively preventing this by closing the 
collimators to narrower physical apertures 
than the beam pipe in the QCS.

• However, if we wish to squeeze Ey
* to less 

than 0.5 mm, Ey function at QCS  will 
become even larger, and it will be difficult 
to protect the QCS by using collimators.
• The narrower the beam collimators, 

the shorter the beam lifetime, and the 
higher the risk of damage of 
collimators due to beam loss.

Beam size in QCS

QC1 QC1QC2 QC2

Update of  operation plan and its reasons
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Crab Waist 
Collimator tuning 

Linac/BT improvement

Beam Blowup due to Beam-Beam effect
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Performance Improvement with Crab Waist Optics
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• Preparation for crab-waist (CW) scheme -1
• In this scheme, the beta function waist of one beam is oriented 

along the central trajectory of the other one. 
• In practice, the vertical beta-function rotation is provided by 

sextupole magnets placed on both sides of the IP in phase with 
the IP in the horizontal plane and at /2 in the vertical one. 
• Very successful at  DAFNE, INFN.

Large Piwinski angle scheme

C. Milardi, M. 
Zobov (INFN)

Main works during this winter shutdown

Concept of  crab-waist scheme 

Phase space relations

Journal of Physics: Conference Series, Volume 747, Number 1

In VEPP-2000, both “weak-strong” and “strong-strong” 
beam-beam simulations were done to compare with the 
operation data, shown in Fig. 17. It was found that the 
beam-beam threshold was improved with bunch lengthen-
ing, as shown in right one of Fig. 17. A “flip-flop” effect 
was observed in the VEPP-2000 ring, which was sup-
posed to be the coherent beam-beam pi-mode interacted 
with the machine nonlinear resonances.  

 
Figure 17: Vertical size dependence on beam-beam pa-
rameter with weak-strong (left), strong-strong (middle) 
simulations, and the bunch lengthening under different 
RF voltages (right, blue: Vrf =17kV; purple: Vrf =35kV). 

    In both long and short bunch cases, flip-flop developed 
for beams intensity higher than 15 mA, which meant the 
maximum beam-beam parameter was about 0.1 with the 
round beams. But the long bunch tended to mitigate the 
troublesome due to specific luminosity degradation for 
higher bunch current [2]. 

WAYS ON LUMINOSITY ENHANCE-
MENT 

Higher luminosity is always the goal of colliders no 
matter what kind of stage they are, design or in operation. 
But for different machine, the way on increasing luminos-
ity is somehow different.  

Luminosity Upgrade in DAFNE 
Crab-waist (CW) [8] scheme was first developed and 

applied in the DAFNE rings after several years’ normal 
commissioning on luminosity. A large Piwinski angle and 
a pair of crab waist sextupoles are used to make the verti-
cal β at IP comparable with the overlap area, say βy ≈σx/θ. 
Figure 18 shows the difference of βy at the collision area 
with and without crab waist scheme.  

 
Figure 18: Collisions with/without crab-waist sextupoles. 

In the CW scheme, the Piwinski angle is increased by 
reducing the horizontal beam size and increase the cross-
ing angle to enhance the luminosity and decrease the 
horizontal tune shift. In addition, parasitic collisions be-
come negligible due to the larger crossing angle and the 
smaller horizontal beam size.  The luminosity gain mainly 
comes from the lower vertical β at IP, which can be much 

smaller than the bunch length. The other benefits from 
CW are suppression of vertical synchrotron resonances, 
and the reduction of the vertical tune shift with synchro-
tron oscillation amplitude. Moreover, there’s no need to 
decrease the bunch length, which helps to solve the prob-
lems of electromagnetic high order mode heating, coher-
ent synchrotron radiation of short bunches, and excessive 
power consumption. But the new beam-beam resonances 
are introduced by the large Piwinski angle, limiting the 
maximum obtainable tune shifts. A pair of sextupoles, 
with one placed at each side of the IP in counterphase 
with the IP in the horizontal plane and at π/2 in the verti-
cal plane, provides the CW vertical β rotation. The 
strength of crab sextuple should satisfy the so called crab-
condition as following: 

= ∗

∗
  ,                   (1) 

where is the crossing angle, and β*
x,y and βx,y the β’s at the 

IP and the location of sextupoles. Thus the crab-waist 
transformation helps the luminosity enhancement. More 
details about the crab-waist scheme itself will be given by 
Riamondi [9] at this workshop.  

The luminosity of DAFNE was increased dramatically 
after adopting the CW scheme in 2007. The new collision 
scheme based on large Piwinski angle and the CW trans-
formation, together with an experimental detector SID-
DHARTA, was commissioned. Table 5 lists the different 
parameters using for normal and CW optics and the corre-
sponding luminosities and detectors [8]. 

Table 5: Parameters of Different Schemes at DAFNE 
Parameter Unit KLOE FINUDA SIDDHARTA 
Ie- A 1.38 1.50 1.52 
Ie+ A 1.18 1.10 1.00 
Bunch No.  111 106 105 
εx nm∙rad 340 340 250 
βx m 1.5, 2.0 0.25 
βy cm 1.8 1.9 0.93 
Bunch length cm 1.5-2.0 1.5-2.0 1.5-2.0 
Crossing angle mrad 2×12.5 2×12.5 2×25 
ξy  0.025 0.029 0.044 
Luminosity (1032) cm-2s-1 1.53 1.60 4.53 
The peak luminosity of SIDDHARTA was got in June 

2009, after two years’ upgrade and the installation of new 
IR and detector. Figure 19 shows the luminosity evolution 
of DAFNE from the very beginning of commissioning. At 
last, the luminosity reached 90% of the design value with 
the CW scheme in early 2009. 

 
Figure 19: Luminosity evolution at DAFNE. 
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Crab waist principle

Lsp =
L

Ib+Ib−nb
=

1
2πe2f0Σ*x Σ*y
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�
⇤
x/�

⇤
y = 80 mm(LER),

60 mm(HER)/1 mm
<latexit sha1_base64="hAoToVWqW1qJ6RDXdFcFTCJHpYs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hAoToVWqW1qJ6RDXdFcFTCJHpYs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hAoToVWqW1qJ6RDXdFcFTCJHpYs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hAoToVWqW1qJ6RDXdFcFTCJHpYs=">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</latexit>

Crab Waist 
Collimator tuning 

Linac/BT improvement

Beam Blowup due to Beam-Beam effect

Lsp =
L

Ib+Ib�nb
/ 1

�⇤
x,eff�

⇤
y

<latexit sha1_base64="0uM1q16yhokI9aUdLGZS4jLUEs8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0uM1q16yhokI9aUdLGZS4jLUEs8=">AAACsnichVHLahRBFL3p+EgmakbdCG4Gh4hEM9yWgBIIDLhRiJCHkwQzSVNdVo9F+lF01wwZi/qB/IALVwoikmU+wY0/4GK2ySq4jODGhbcfIBrU23TVuafuuXWqylehzDTiaMwZP3f+wsWJydrUpctXputXr61nST/losOTMEk3fZaJUMaio6UOxaZKBYv8UGz4u4/y9Y2BSDOZxM/0UIntiPViGUjONFFe/emSZzJlF7tByrhZsuaJZ/y7Nh/nbOz5ttFVaaJ00igrXGu6mexFbGfWM3v3RBDYMveGO7PWqzexhUU0zgK3Ak2oYjmpf4AuvIAEOPQhAgExaMIhMMjo2wIXEBRx22CISwnJYl2AhRpp+1QlqIIRu0tjj7Ktio0pz3tmhZrTLiH9KSkbMINf8COe4mc8wBP88ddepuiRexnS7Jdaobzp/Rtr3/+rimjW8PKX6p+eNQTwsPAqybsqmPwUvNQPXr0+XVtYnTG38R1+Jf9vcYSf6ATx4Bt/vyJW30CNHsD987rPgvX7LRdb7sp8s92unmICbsItuEP3/QDa8BiWoUP7HsIIjuDYmXeeO8zhZakzVmmuw2/hhD8BoCapcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0uM1q16yhokI9aUdLGZS4jLUEs8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0uM1q16yhokI9aUdLGZS4jLUEs8=">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</latexit>

SuperKEKB 
Oct.  2019 - July 2020

�⇤
y = 1 mm

<latexit sha1_base64="AHmtJdXLvtZjKQ9UQoYTW8HTTpY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AHmtJdXLvtZjKQ9UQoYTW8HTTpY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AHmtJdXLvtZjKQ9UQoYTW8HTTpY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AHmtJdXLvtZjKQ9UQoYTW8HTTpY=">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</latexit>
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collision tuning 
with physics run still under tuning

�⇤
x/�

⇤
y = 60 mm/0.8 mm

<latexit sha1_base64="iaZbE3GV2So1rnHvub5XNPhK9b4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iaZbE3GV2So1rnHvub5XNPhK9b4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iaZbE3GV2So1rnHvub5XNPhK9b4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iaZbE3GV2So1rnHvub5XNPhK9b4=">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</latexit>

�
⇤
x/�

⇤
y = 80 mm(LER),

60 mm(HER)/1 mm
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• Preparation for crab-waist (CW) scheme -1
• In this scheme, the beta function waist of one beam is oriented 

along the central trajectory of the other one. 
• In practice, the vertical beta-function rotation is provided by 

sextupole magnets placed on both sides of the IP in phase with 
the IP in the horizontal plane and at /2 in the vertical one. 
• Very successful at  DAFNE, INFN.

Large Piwinski angle scheme

C. Milardi, M. 
Zobov (INFN)

Main works during this winter shutdown

Concept of  crab-waist scheme 

Phase space relations

Journal of Physics: Conference Series, Volume 747, Number 1

In VEPP-2000, both “weak-strong” and “strong-strong” 
beam-beam simulations were done to compare with the 
operation data, shown in Fig. 17. It was found that the 
beam-beam threshold was improved with bunch lengthen-
ing, as shown in right one of Fig. 17. A “flip-flop” effect 
was observed in the VEPP-2000 ring, which was sup-
posed to be the coherent beam-beam pi-mode interacted 
with the machine nonlinear resonances.  

 
Figure 17: Vertical size dependence on beam-beam pa-
rameter with weak-strong (left), strong-strong (middle) 
simulations, and the bunch lengthening under different 
RF voltages (right, blue: Vrf =17kV; purple: Vrf =35kV). 

    In both long and short bunch cases, flip-flop developed 
for beams intensity higher than 15 mA, which meant the 
maximum beam-beam parameter was about 0.1 with the 
round beams. But the long bunch tended to mitigate the 
troublesome due to specific luminosity degradation for 
higher bunch current [2]. 

WAYS ON LUMINOSITY ENHANCE-
MENT 

Higher luminosity is always the goal of colliders no 
matter what kind of stage they are, design or in operation. 
But for different machine, the way on increasing luminos-
ity is somehow different.  

Luminosity Upgrade in DAFNE 
Crab-waist (CW) [8] scheme was first developed and 

applied in the DAFNE rings after several years’ normal 
commissioning on luminosity. A large Piwinski angle and 
a pair of crab waist sextupoles are used to make the verti-
cal β at IP comparable with the overlap area, say βy ≈σx/θ. 
Figure 18 shows the difference of βy at the collision area 
with and without crab waist scheme.  

 
Figure 18: Collisions with/without crab-waist sextupoles. 

In the CW scheme, the Piwinski angle is increased by 
reducing the horizontal beam size and increase the cross-
ing angle to enhance the luminosity and decrease the 
horizontal tune shift. In addition, parasitic collisions be-
come negligible due to the larger crossing angle and the 
smaller horizontal beam size.  The luminosity gain mainly 
comes from the lower vertical β at IP, which can be much 

smaller than the bunch length. The other benefits from 
CW are suppression of vertical synchrotron resonances, 
and the reduction of the vertical tune shift with synchro-
tron oscillation amplitude. Moreover, there’s no need to 
decrease the bunch length, which helps to solve the prob-
lems of electromagnetic high order mode heating, coher-
ent synchrotron radiation of short bunches, and excessive 
power consumption. But the new beam-beam resonances 
are introduced by the large Piwinski angle, limiting the 
maximum obtainable tune shifts. A pair of sextupoles, 
with one placed at each side of the IP in counterphase 
with the IP in the horizontal plane and at π/2 in the verti-
cal plane, provides the CW vertical β rotation. The 
strength of crab sextuple should satisfy the so called crab-
condition as following: 

= ∗

∗
  ,                   (1) 

where is the crossing angle, and β*
x,y and βx,y the β’s at the 

IP and the location of sextupoles. Thus the crab-waist 
transformation helps the luminosity enhancement. More 
details about the crab-waist scheme itself will be given by 
Riamondi [9] at this workshop.  

The luminosity of DAFNE was increased dramatically 
after adopting the CW scheme in 2007. The new collision 
scheme based on large Piwinski angle and the CW trans-
formation, together with an experimental detector SID-
DHARTA, was commissioned. Table 5 lists the different 
parameters using for normal and CW optics and the corre-
sponding luminosities and detectors [8]. 

Table 5: Parameters of Different Schemes at DAFNE 
Parameter Unit KLOE FINUDA SIDDHARTA 
Ie- A 1.38 1.50 1.52 
Ie+ A 1.18 1.10 1.00 
Bunch No.  111 106 105 
εx nm∙rad 340 340 250 
βx m 1.5, 2.0 0.25 
βy cm 1.8 1.9 0.93 
Bunch length cm 1.5-2.0 1.5-2.0 1.5-2.0 
Crossing angle mrad 2×12.5 2×12.5 2×25 
ξy  0.025 0.029 0.044 
Luminosity (1032) cm-2s-1 1.53 1.60 4.53 
The peak luminosity of SIDDHARTA was got in June 

2009, after two years’ upgrade and the installation of new 
IR and detector. Figure 19 shows the luminosity evolution 
of DAFNE from the very beginning of commissioning. At 
last, the luminosity reached 90% of the design value with 
the CW scheme in early 2009. 

 
Figure 19: Luminosity evolution at DAFNE. 
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Crab waist principle

Lsp =
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Key elements of the update (details still under study):
Aim at an ecological operation by limiting running cost
- priority on integrated luminosity, rather than peak 

luminosity
‣ Lpeak:  8x1035 cm-2s-1 / ~ 6x1035 cm-2s-1 

‣ integrate 50 ab-1 by ~2030/31
Modify QCS
- relocate magnets inside cryostat
‣ be able to squeeze by* down to 0.3 mm

‣ mitigate beam-beam effect in high bunch-current regime 
- enlarge radius of QCS beam pipes
‣ protect QCS against off-orbit particles/reduce risk of 

fatal quenches

‣ reduce detector background (mainly TOP and CDC)
Partial upgrade of RF power (2 stations)
- store beam currents of LER 2.8A and HER 2.0A

Keep essential investments for upgrade of Linac, Belle II 
and collimators  1.0 0.6 0.5 0.3b*y [mm]

Peter Križan, Ljubljana

Updated plan for SuperKEKB submitted to the 
MEXT Roadmap Committee

Two steps: 
Intermediate luminosity (1 x 1035 /cm2/sec, 5ab-1);
High Luminosity (6 x 1035/cm2/sec, 50 ab-1) with a detector upgrade

Roadmap 2020

8 months/yr

TOP PMT

Polarization and/or
luminosity upgrades?

Opportunity for detector upgrade in 2026
  • increase resilience against background
  • improve performance
Goal: prepare EoI’s by end of 2020 
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KEK Campus

Data taking efficiency in exp 12

Overall data taking efficiency
84.2% (Target 90%)

cf. 47.0% (exp 7), 64.9% (exp 8), 49.1-55.2% (exp 10)

Feb 25 - Jun 21, 2020

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

DAQ dead time
fraction

Physics run time
fraction

Whole run time
fraction

Physics run
54.4%

Scheduled
maintenance

6.1%

Linac
study
3.4%

Accelerator study,
trouble, etc.

36.1%

Running
89.3%

Belle II trouble
or calibration

5.3%
SALS
4.1%

HV trip
or error

0.3%

HV ramp-
up/down

1.0%

Injection
veto

4.94%
5.7% in total

7

SuperKEKB/Belle II were operating during the COVID-19 pandemic with 
protocols in place to maximize safety and minimize the risk of infection

Breakdown of data taking efficiency
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Charmless B decays

τ mass measurement D0 lifetime

A summary of our ICHEP results is publicly accessible at:
https://confluence.desy.de/display/BI/Belle+II+physics+results+presented+at+ICHEP+2020

We presented a nice set of results at 
(virtual) ICHEP 2020:
• 9 conference papers uploaded to the arXiv;
• 13 public documents of rediscoveries and 
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• 3 sensitivity studies based on the simulation;
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Highlights von der ICHEP 2020
https://confluence.desy.de/display/BI/Belle+II+physics+results+presented+at+ICHEP+2020

Vielfältige Beiträge von Belle II an der ICHEP 2020: 
→  24 Talks (8 aus  )

→  9 Konferenzpapiere (8 aus )

        +13 weitere öffentliche Resultate

FIG. 3. The fitted w distribution for electron (left) and muon (right) B0 ! D⇤+`�⌫l candidates
are shown, after fitting cos ✓BY in each bin. The background can be described adequately as can
be seen by the near zero pulls in each bin.

FIG. 4. The fitted cos ✓BY distributions of all w bins of B0 ! D⇤+e�⌫e for the electron final state
are shown.
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(a)
(b)

FIG. 2. (a) Comparison of the distribution of logPtag in early Belle II data to the shape expectation

from simulation. Here, logPtag is the logarithm of the tag-side B+
meson classifier output, Ptag.

Reference selection criteria of Ptag > 0.1 and Ptag > 0.5 are illustrated. (b) Fits to the beam-

constrained-mass, Mbc, distribution of reconstructed B+
(top) and B0

(bottom) tag-side B mesons

in data. A looser selection criteria of Ptag > 0.1 (left) and a tighter selection criteria of Ptag > 0.5
(right) are applied on the B meson classifier Ptag to select samples with di↵erent levels of purity.

plied and a best candidate selection is made on a discriminating variable. Subsequently, in
the post-reconstruction step, vertex fits are performed where applicable, pre-trained classi-
fiers are applied and a best-candidate selection is made on the classifier output. Classifiers
for stable particles utilise kinematic and particle identification information as features; mean-
while, intermediate and B classifiers utilise the kinematic information from all daughters,
daughter classifier outputs and information from vertex fits as features.

The algorithm requires a training procedure, in which all of the particle classifiers are
trained. For the calibration studies performed here, the training was performed on simulated
⌥ (4S) ! BB̄ events corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 100 fb�1. The training of
the algorithm utilises an equivalent reconstruction procedure to produce training datasets
for each particle decay channel classifier.

Subsequently, the tag-side B classifier, Ptag, can be used to select a pure sample of
correctly reconstructed tag-side B mesons. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2, which shows

fits to the beam constrained mass distribution, Mbc =
q
E2

beam � (pCM
tag )

2, for reconstructed

tag-side B0 and B+ mesons, for selections requiring Ptag to be greater than 0.1 and 0.5. The
contribution from correctly reconstructed tag-side B mesons is parametrised by a Crystal
Ball function [9]; backgrounds from e+e� ! qq̄ and incorrectly reconstructed B mesons
are modelled with an Argus function [10]. By applying a tighter selection on the classifier
output, a higher purity sample of tag-side B mesons can be selected with the sacrifice of a
lower tag-side e�ciency, which is proportional to the yield of correctly reconstructed tag-side
B mesons.

10

B±
tags

w ∼ q2

Hadronic Tagging (FEI)

FIG. 2. The post-fit m2
miss distribution is shown.

Source Relative uncertainty (%)

Tracking of ⇡s 10%

MC modeling 5%

FEI Calibration 3%

Tracking of K, ⇡, ` 3%

N
B

0 2%

f+0 1%

Charm branching fractions 1%

Lepton ID 1%

Total 12%

TABLE I. Summary of the relative systematic uncertainties for the branching fraction measure-

ment.
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FIG. 4. Normalized q · rFBDT distributions in data and MC simulation for (top) neutral and

(bottom) charged B ! D (⇤)h+
candidates. The contribution from the signal component in data

is compared with correctly associated signal MC events.
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Figure 4. Distribution of the pseudomass for e+e� ! ⌧+⌧� process with subsequent 3-prong

(⌧+ ! ⇡+⇡�⇡+⌫̄⌧ ) and 1-prong (⌧� ! `�⌫̄`⌫⌧ , ⌧� ! h�⌫⌧ or ⌧� ! ⇡�⇡0⌫⌧ ) decays in the

entire range (up), and in the range 1.70 to 1.85 GeV/c2 (bottom). The description of the plot is

the same as that of Fig. 2.

• Momentum shift due to the B-field map: The leading source of uncertainty
for this measurement comes from a momentum scale factor of 0.056+0.051

�0.042% that
is introduced to compensate for the imperfections of the magnetic-field map used
during the reprocessing of data. The scale factor is measured according to an
observed shift in the invariant mass of D0 in data vs the PDG [13] value. The
central value for the scale factor is used to correct the momenta of the tracks in
data, and the average of the impact due to the up and down variations is used in
Monte Carlo to estimate the associated systematic uncertainty of 0.29 MeV/c2.
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FIG. 2. (a) Comparison of the distribution of logPtag in early Belle II data to the shape expectation

from simulation. Here, logPtag is the logarithm of the tag-side B+
meson classifier output, Ptag.

Reference selection criteria of Ptag > 0.1 and Ptag > 0.5 are illustrated. (b) Fits to the beam-

constrained-mass, Mbc, distribution of reconstructed B+
(top) and B0

(bottom) tag-side B mesons

in data. A looser selection criteria of Ptag > 0.1 (left) and a tighter selection criteria of Ptag > 0.5
(right) are applied on the B meson classifier Ptag to select samples with di↵erent levels of purity.

plied and a best candidate selection is made on a discriminating variable. Subsequently, in
the post-reconstruction step, vertex fits are performed where applicable, pre-trained classi-
fiers are applied and a best-candidate selection is made on the classifier output. Classifiers
for stable particles utilise kinematic and particle identification information as features; mean-
while, intermediate and B classifiers utilise the kinematic information from all daughters,
daughter classifier outputs and information from vertex fits as features.

The algorithm requires a training procedure, in which all of the particle classifiers are
trained. For the calibration studies performed here, the training was performed on simulated
⌥ (4S) ! BB̄ events corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 100 fb�1. The training of
the algorithm utilises an equivalent reconstruction procedure to produce training datasets
for each particle decay channel classifier.

Subsequently, the tag-side B classifier, Ptag, can be used to select a pure sample of
correctly reconstructed tag-side B mesons. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2, which shows

fits to the beam constrained mass distribution, Mbc =
q
E2

beam � (pCM
tag )

2, for reconstructed

tag-side B0 and B+ mesons, for selections requiring Ptag to be greater than 0.1 and 0.5. The
contribution from correctly reconstructed tag-side B mesons is parametrised by a Crystal
Ball function [9]; backgrounds from e+e� ! qq̄ and incorrectly reconstructed B mesons
are modelled with an Argus function [10]. By applying a tighter selection on the classifier
output, a higher purity sample of tag-side B mesons can be selected with the sacrifice of a
lower tag-side e�ciency, which is proportional to the yield of correctly reconstructed tag-side
B mesons.
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MC modeling 5%
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Total 12%

TABLE I. Summary of the relative systematic uncertainties for the branching fraction measure-
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FIG. 4. Normalized q · rFBDT distributions in data and MC simulation for (top) neutral and

(bottom) charged B ! D (⇤)h+
candidates. The contribution from the signal component in data

is compared with correctly associated signal MC events.
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entire range (up), and in the range 1.70 to 1.85 GeV/c2 (bottom). The description of the plot is

the same as that of Fig. 2.

• Momentum shift due to the B-field map: The leading source of uncertainty
for this measurement comes from a momentum scale factor of 0.056+0.051

�0.042% that
is introduced to compensate for the imperfections of the magnetic-field map used
during the reprocessing of data. The scale factor is measured according to an
observed shift in the invariant mass of D0 in data vs the PDG [13] value. The
central value for the scale factor is used to correct the momenta of the tracks in
data, and the average of the impact due to the up and down variations is used in
Monte Carlo to estimate the associated systematic uncertainty of 0.29 MeV/c2.
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A summary of our ICHEP results is publicly accessible at:
https://confluence.desy.de/display/BI/Belle+II+physics+results+presented+at+ICHEP+2020

We presented a nice set of results at 
(virtual) ICHEP 2020:
• 9 conference papers uploaded to the arXiv;
• 13 public documents of rediscoveries and 

performance on data;
• 3 sensitivity studies based on the simulation;

B → ΦK(*)
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November 20th 2020 A. Gaz 3

Belle II Physics results
2 Dark Sector PRL publications on Phase2 data:

➔ Search for an Invisibly Decaying Z′ Boson at Belle II in e+e−:μ+μ−(e±μ∓) Plus Missing Energy Final States, 
PRL 124, 141801 (2020);

➔ Search for Axionlike Particles Produced in e+e− Collisions at Belle II, PRL 125, 161806 (2020);

12 conference papers posted on arXiv:

➔ Charmless B decay reconstruction, arXiv:2005.13559 [hep-ex];

➔ Measurement of the branching fraction B(anti-B0 : D*+ l- ν
l
), arXiv:2004.09066 [hep-ex];

➔ Measurement of the B0 lifetime using fully reconstructed hadronic decays, arXiv:2005.07507 [hep-ex];

➔ Measurement of the branching ratios of B0 : D(*)- l+ n (untagged analysis), arXiv:2008.07198 [hep-ex];
➔ Calibration of the Belle II hadronic Full Event Interpretation (FEI), arXiv:2008.06096 [hep-ex];

➔ Measurement of the hadronic mass moments of B : X
c

 l+ n decays, arXiv:2009.04493 [hep-ex];

➔ Measurement of the branching ratios of B0 : D*- l+ n (using the hadronic FEI), arXiv:2008.10299 [hep-ex];
➔ Rediscovery of B0 : p- l+ n (using the hadronic FEI), arXiv:2008.08819 [hep-ex];
➔ Calibration of the Belle II B FlavorTagger, arXiv:2008.02707 [hep-ex];
➔ Rediscovery of B : f K(*) decays, and measurement of the longitudinal polarization fraction of B : f K*, 

arXiv:2008.03873 [hep-ex];
➔ Branching ratios and direct CP asymmetries of B : Charmless decays, arXiv:2009.09452 [hep-ex];
➔ Measurement of the t lepton mass, arXiv:2008.04665 [hep-ex];

… plus many other public physics results, see our public confluence page.     

Spring

Summer
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Fig. 2: Recoil mass spectrum of the µ+µ� sample. Simu-
lated samples (histograms) are rescaled for luminosity, trigger
(0.79), and tracking (0.90) efficiencies, and the correction fac-
tor (0.75, see text). Histogram bin widths indicate the recoil
mass windows.

where only values g0  1 are displayed. The observed
upper limits for models with BF(Z 0 ! invisible) < 1 can
be obtained by scaling the light blue curve as 1/

p
BF.
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Fig. 3: 90% CL upper limits on coupling constant g0. Dark
blue filled areas show the exclusion regions for g0 at 90% CL,
assuming the Lµ � L⌧ predicted BF for Z0 ! invisible; light
blue areas are for BF(Z0 ! invisible) = 1. The solid and
dashed lines are the expected sensitivities in the two hypothe-
ses. The red band shows the region that could explain the
muon anomalous magnetic moment (g � 2)µ ± 2� [1, 5]. The
step at MZ0 = 2mµ for the Lµ � L⌧ exclusion region reflects
the change in BF(Z0 ! ⌫⌫̄).

The final recoil mass spectrum of the e±µ⌥ sample is
shown in Fig. 4, together with background simulations.
Again, no anomalies are observed above 3� local signifi-
cance [28]. Model-independent 90% CL upper limits on
the LFV Z 0 efficiency times cross section are computed
using the Bayesian procedure described above and cross-
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checked with a frequentist Feldman-Cousins procedure
(Fig. 5). Additional plots and numerical results can be
found in the supplemental material [28].
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Fig. 5: 90% CL upper limits on efficiency times cross section
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In summary, we have searched for an invisibly decay-
ing Z 0 boson in the process e+e� ! µ+µ�Z 0 and for a
LFV Z 0 in the process e+e� ! e±µ⌥Z 0, using 276 pb�1

of data collected by Belle II at SuperKEKB in 2018. We
find no significant excess and set for the first time 90%
CL upper limits on the coupling constant g0 in the range
5 ⇥ 10�2 to 1 for the former case and to the efficiency
times cross section around 10 fb for the latter. The
full Belle II data set, with better muon identification,
a deeper knowledge of the detector, and the use of mul-
tivariate analysis techniques should be sensitive to the
10�3 – 10�4 g0 region, where the (g� 2)µ band currently
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FIG. 5. Upper limit (95% C.L.) on the ALP-photon cou-
pling from this analysis and previous constraints from electron
beam-dump experiments and e+e� ! �+invisible [6, 9], pro-
ton beam-dump experiments [8], e+e� ! �� [11], a photon-
beam experiment [12], and heavy-ion collisions [13].

In conclusion, we search for e+e� ! �a, a ! �� in the
ALP mass range 0.2 < ma < 9.7GeV/c2 using Belle II
data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
445 pb�1. We do not observe any significant excess of
events consistent with the signal process and set 95%C.L.
upper limits on the photon coupling ga�� at the level of
10�3 GeV�1. These limits, the first obtained for the fully
reconstructed three-photon final state, are more restric-
tive than existing limits from LEP-II [11]. In the future,
with increased luminosity, Belle II is expected to improve
the sensitivity to ga�� by more than one order of magni-
tude [6].
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Search for ALPs (Axion Like Particles) at Belle II

Examine the three photon 
final state:

An extra term was  introduced in 
the QCD Lagrangian by Peccei, 
Quinn to solve the strong CP 
problem in 1977. Wilczek
introduced a particle 
interpretation called the Axion. 
Expected to be very light 
(microeV or millieV).   

The ALP is a 
pseudo-scalar

The Belle II mass range is 200 MeV to 9.7 GeV, far above the 
keV mass range suggested by the Xenon1T excess.

Final ALPS results with 445 pb-1

of pilot run (Phase 2) data

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.09721

Plan to update with 
two orders of 
magnitude more data.

arxiv:2007.13071

* Missing in this plot: a recast of
LEP results, plot to be updated soon

Belle II First Physics. A novel result on the dark sector (Z’ 
Ænothing) recoiling against di-muons or an electron-muon
pair. Both possibilities are poorly constrained at low Z’ mass 
and in the first case, could explain the muon g-2 anomaly.

Dark Sector:
B factories: limited by triggering, QED backgrounds and theoretical 
imagination.  Now new possibilities of triggering, more bandwidth.

Also examine a  lepton flavor violating 
NP signature in the dark sector

Coupling g’

There are a 
variety of 
possible dark 
sector portal 
particles:
Vector, Scalar, 
Pseudo-scalars.

They may 
decay to lepton 
pairs, photon 
pairs, or
Invisible 
particles
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Mid-term Luminosity Projection
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1.0 0.6 0.5 0.3b*y [mm]

Peter Križan, Ljubljana

Updated plan for SuperKEKB submitted to the 
MEXT Roadmap Committee

Two steps: 
Intermediate luminosity (1 x 1035 /cm2/sec, 5ab-1);
High Luminosity (6 x 1035/cm2/sec, 50 ab-1) with a detector upgrade

Roadmap 2020

8 months/yr

TOP	PMT

/50x Belle
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What we are hoping …

• Belle II is ready to accumulate more data (as endorsed by the BPAC review)

• Good prospect for 6.5mo. operation in JFY2020 

• Comparable to Belle by 2021 summer 

• >1ab-1 target before the long shutdown.
Many many results with 

“world-leading precision” !

70 fb-1

Lint 

2020 a+b 2020 c 2021 a+b 2021 c

04 07 10 21/ 01 04 07 10

Long shutdown

240 fb-1

FY2020 runtime
6.5 mo. /5.4 mo.

110 fb-1

~Belle

~1.1 ab-1

22/ 01 04 07 10

LHC Run3

beyond 4S run ?

~600 fb-1now
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Belle II Physics “Mind Map” for Snowmass 2021 

Dashed	lines	indicate	extensions	to	SuperKEKB/Belle	II	that	can	enhance		
the	physics	reach	of	the	facility.	LOIs:	

Wealth	of	new	physics	possibilities	in	different	domains	of	HEP	(weak,	strong,	
electroweak	interactions).	Many	opportunities	for	initiatives	by	young	scientists.	

https://confluence.desy.de/display/BI/Snowmass+2021 

Rich Belle II Physics Program
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Dashed lines indicate potential extensions to SuperKEKB/Belle II 
that can enhance the physics reach of the facility.

The Belle II Physics Book

Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. 2019, 123C01
(654 pages) DOI: 10.1093/ptep/ptz106

Recently published

Courtesy Tom Browder
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Summary

SuperKEKB has set a new world record in peak luminosity 

Entering this new regime of a „Super B factory“ revealed several operational challenges
- The recent strategy update addresses these issues and outlines a viable pathway to the original 

luminosity goals of 50 ab–1

- Despite the COVID-19 restrictions Belle II managed to take data with good efficiency 

The detector is working well and is already producing very promising physics results
- World-leading results already in the dark sector (Searches for Z’/invisible and ALPs published) 
- Rediscovering many of the signals seen at the B factories: semi-leptonic decays, improving FEI, 

establishing “missing energy” and time-dependent capabilities, and beginning to see hints of 
time-dependent CP violation. Need more data to make further progress  

Within the next decade expect a new, exciting era of discoveries, and a friendly competition and 
complementarity of Belle II and LHCb
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